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Nuevo Leon State Central Library  
“Fray Servando Teresa de Mier”  
Zuazua 655 South,  
Downtown  
Great Plaza  
Monterrey, Nuevo León  
 64000   
MEXICO 
Telephones:  
(8) 345-56-69  
(8) 340-39-93  
Fax:  
 (8)  345-26-11 Ext. 186 and 187 Director’s 
Office: Ext. 143  
Children’s Collection  
Computers for Children: (8) 345-58-68  
Coordinator:  






WE ARE ON THE WEB NOW!!! 
... just a click away from you!!!!! 






















































ber 12, 2000 
through February 
13, 2001. This is a 
good chance to 





There will be 
customes and tools 
displays, crafting 
and book sales. 
Oh, do not miss the 
food: original 
pinole, pinones 





Muela at 345-56-69or drop 
him an email: 
zapopanmuela@gm
ail.com  . We will 
waiting for you, 
bring your friends, 
grandparents, and 




The public library is an open door to 
all humanmankind expressions, 
particularly those censored by no 
justified reason. So come in, open this 
door and take a trip to  some of the 
20th Century most controversial 
erotic literature displayed on the 
tables. 
Check out these books on the Adult 
Section Collection: 
Delta of Venus of Anais Ninn. This 
Spanish woman of the 1930s really 
shook the way sex was conceived. 
Delta of Venus is a mixture of the 
wildest erotism and sexual liberation 
of women sensibility. It breaks the 
tradition of women as having sex only 
for procreation but rather for 
pleasure too; not big deal now, but 
this was in the 1930s. Reviewed by 
Zapopan Muela. 
 
Tropic of Cancer is the masterpiece of 
American Henry Miller written too in 
the 1930s in Paris. It is one of the 
most controversial and banned novels 
ever. It severely criticizes American 
society on mostly all orders of life as 
having a double and hypocrite moral, 
but particularly in the way of 
considering sexuality.  The language 
is rude, the content nihilistic, 
anarchical, anti-Christianity. 
























ndera is another 
society's pain on the 
neck on sexual 
revolution. Written 
in 1980s it gives us 
a picture of a sharp 
critique to ex 
socialist Eastern 
nations. Criticizes 
the hypocrite and 
double moral and 
values of 
contemporary 
society on sexual 
matters with an 
international scope. 
Masterfully written, 
with real historical 
content and strong 
erotic images. 
Reviewed by 
Zapopan Muela 
 
 
